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Address BOMEX SOLAR NEW ENERGY CO.,LTD 
No.5, Xingguang 4 Ave 
OIP Ciqu, Tongzhou District 
Beijing 101111

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Through superior manufacturing technology, Bomex Solar provide various high conversion efficiency modules from 85W to 300W to meet your grid or
off-grid solar install applications. We tightly control the materials and production quality to ensure a maximum power output and a best investment
return.

We apply advanced producing equipment and excellent producing technique, provide you high-class products. We use top quality raw materials -
EVA、TPT、high transmittance tempered glass to ensure quality and performance, improve the transformation efficiency and sun light utilization.
Anodic oxidation aluminum frames with high mechanical strength and load capacity to provide high performance in extremes environmental.

Our module has the long service life, reliable electrical performance, good sealing and anti-impact features. At the same time, the company’s running
strictly according to the ISO9001 quality system, set up a system from raw material and accessories purchase, producing progress and production
equipment control to the workers’ technical and after-sale service training. All we have done is to ensure the better quality of the productions and
service, to promise a good investment return of customers.

We already get several international certifications. The modules have passed the most strictly detect, ensure the power out-putting. Promise you a
good investment return.
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